TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
whether we shared his vision or not) I recognized the mysterious
reassurance in the clasp of the angel's arms round the fainting
man who had been fighting him all night.  And in that recognition
was again the unsolicited gift which had pealed through the
trumpets.   There was life and greatness in this work; life to us ,
who saw it.   He had thrust it right through the marble so that
we might understand how the angel, though he had to wrestle with
man, had simultaneously the strength and the noble immunity from
anger, to hold* man when he failed.   And the curve and support of
his arms were like a benison.
As a complete amateur in art I was compelled to ask, as did
nearly everyone else visiting the Exhibition: "But why did he
make their legs so short ?" To ask it rather crossly, never doubting
but that Epstein had a reason which I had missed. I would have
been a fool not to see why (except for the unearthly power in those
arms) he had allowed no physical difference to appear between
Jacob and the Angel; for Jacob must not be allowed to know
from the start that he was fighting a losing fight. But again—
why those short legs that looked misshapen when you first entered
and approached the group from the back.? Without any doubt
at all, he had his reason for that; yet was it not his business to make
me feel what it was ? A message must be told or it remains selfish,
not living and fertile. The main message had been delivered; he
might have relented and let the rest come through.
And away from art in all its forms, the same celebration of life
pushes through the business of living, reminding us when and where
we are least awaiting it, of the theme and the justification; especially
now during these war years when death is so toweringly in evidence:
the River Styx against the River of Light,' smothering the babble
of all the Ktde rivers that run jthrough our days.
Last year I'happened to be standing with a friend on the lawn
of a garden by the Thames, watching how a cat played with its
kitten in the sun; chocolate-box—but no amount of chocolate-
box could ever retain the irresistible life and movement in a cat
which only exists for us during our moment of watching it; no
amount of chocolate-box can save us from that sudden catch in the
breath: "Look, it isn't true! Look!" ... And then Esmond Knight
came across die lawn and joined us, led by his wife, for he had
been blinded on die Prince of Wales during the Bismarck action.
She exclaimed impulsively, seeing what we saw: "Aren't they
adorable!" And he, Ac sailor* asked quickly "What? What
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